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Letter from Star Principal Herald 
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Monthly Deadlines 

15th Deadline for Submissions to 
Asterisk 
 
20th Comments on ILoI of       
Previous Month due to Retiarius 
 
25th Deadline for articles/letters to 
Obelisk 

Decision Meetings 

May:TBD  
likely at Emma's house 
 
June14: 
King's College (tentative) 
  
July: 
TBD 
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Greetings Ansteorra! 
 
 We received a pretty good number of submissions at Gulf Wars this year, and I have already sent 
a sizeable packet to Asterisk Herald with the submissions that were paid for at war.  If you turned in a 
submission, did not get a chance to pay for it, and did not pick it up before the end of war, I will be getting 
those submissions from the Heralds Point coordinator soon, and will get your forms send back to you.  
You can then submit them through your local herald, making payment to your local treasurer. 
 
 Next month, the Canton of Westgate will be hosting the Ansteorran Heraldic & Scribal Sympo-
sium.  Teachers for heraldry and scribal classes are still needed.  Please email the event steward, Lady 
Alisone McCay, for event/contact information at alisone.maccay@gmail.com, or visit                           
http://westgate.ansteorra.org/ahss/. 
 
 Please also join me in welcoming Lady Alisone McCay as the new Stellar Scroll Pursuivant.  This 
office is a deputy to Zodiacus Herald, and is responsible for achievement registrations.   
 
 There is always a need for heralds in Ansteorra.  Such opportunities include field heralding a 
tournament, making announcements around site, providing commentary and conflict checking submis-
sions, or serving as the voice of our nobles.  If you have an interest in heraldry, but aren’t sure where to 
start, talk to a herald you know (or one you don’t know – we love to talk shop!) about how to get started.  
Does your group not have a local herald?  Do you think you’d like to try that office?  Contact the regional 
officer about applying. 
 
 Along the same lines, current heraldic officers are highly encouraged to have a deputy, both for 
assistance as needed, and to train for a future replacement.  The best way to learn a job is to get some 
hands-on experience with someone who can be a mentor. 
 
Imprimatur! 
Alden, Star    
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Court reports are due 
within two weeks of an 

event. 

Status of ILoIs 

ILoI 2007-06: No ILoI.  
No LoI.  
 
ILoI 2007-07: Commentary 2007-10. LoI 
2007-09.   Laurel meetings 1/19 & 1/12. 
 
ILoI 2007-08: Commentary 2007-11. LoI 
2007-10.   Laurel meetings 2/16 & 3/9. 
 
ILoI 2007-09: Commentary 2007-12. LoI 
2007-11.   Laurel meetings 3/22 & 3/30. 
 
ILoI 2007-10: Commentary 2008-01. LoI 
2007-12.  
Laurel meetings 4/26 & 4/13. 
 
ILoI 2007-11: Commentary 2008-03 & 
04. 
 
ILoI 2007-12: NO ILOI. LoI 2008-02.                       
Laurel meeting June 2008. 
 
ILoI 2008-01: NO ILOI. LoI 2008-03.                       
Laurel meeting July 2008. 
 
ILoI 2008-02: Commentary this Gazette. 
LoI 2008-04. 
 
ILoI 2008-03: Comments due next Ga-
zette. Decision meeting May. 
 
ILoI 2008-04: Comments due Retiarius 
5/20. Decision meeting June. 
 
ILoI 2008-05: Comments due Retiarius 
6/20. Decision meeting July. 

A Note From Asterisk Herald 

Greetings unto the Ansteorran College of Her-
alds 
 
A couple of reminders to everyone. Please 
throw away any old forms that still might be 
lingering in your boxes. And it’s a really good 
idea to write the check number on the forms & 
keep up with your submissions and make sure 
I’ve received them. I’ve had to split the Gulf 
Wars submissions between this month and next 
as there were so many.  
 
So have fun commenting. --  
HL Estrill Asterisk  

Please Remember: 
May marks the beginning of  

Anno Societatis XLIII 



 

 

LoAR for December  2007 

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS HAVE BEEN REGISTERED: 

Caitriona Keavy ni Ainle. Reblazon of device. Per bend sinister embattled argent and gules, a honeysuckle flower slipped and 
leaved vert and a hummingbird rising Or.  

When registered in September 1992, this was blazoned Per bend sinister embattled argent and gules, a honeysuckle 
flower vert and a hummingbird volant Or. However, the hummingbird is actually in the posture blazoned as rising in 
Society armory. Please see this month's Cover Letter for further discussion. We have also added the slipping and leav-
ing of the flower, which were omitted from the original blazon.  

 
 

None. 

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS HAVE BEEN RETURNED: 

Ansteorran Internal Letter of Intent 2008-05 

 
1) Adolf Bernhard.  (Barony of Bordermarch) 

New Name.  New Device. Per pale sable and gules on a roundel argent a bear passant per pale gules 
and sable, on a chief argent three plates sable. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:  Sound: <Adolf> 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Adolf> - Bahlow, German Names, s.n. Adolf(f). Trans. Edda Gentry. 
<Bernhard(t)> - Bahlow, German Names, s.n. Bernhard(t), Trans. Edda Gentry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

2) Aingeal Blair Mac an Ghabhann.  (Shire of Loch Ruadh) 
Name registered September 1993 via Ansteorra.  New Device. Purpure a chevron, in base a Bowen cross 
and in chief two conjoined Wake knots argent. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
 
 
3) Amata Amati d’Arezzo.  (Barony of Bryn Gwlad) 

Name registered September 2006 via Ansteorra. New Device. Per fess embattled gules and argent, a sun 
in splendor Or and a fleur-de-lys florencee gules. 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

4) Branislava Kirilova doch’ Volkova. (Barony of Wiesenfeuer) 
Name registered 3/05 via Ansteorra.  Device Resubmission.   Azure, on a chevron inverted sable fimbri-
ated, three mullets pierced, argent. 

 

   
 
Submission History: <Per fess azure and lozengy sable and argent, a greyhound argent> was returned for con-
flicts. This submission is a total redesign. 
 
 
5) Caedmon Kergyl.  (Shire of Tir Medoin) 

New Name.  New Device.   Vert, on a chevron Or a Latin cross sable. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Don’t care. 
Change for:  Sound. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Caedmon> - [c.948] Onomasticon Anglo-Saxonicum, p. 124, by Cearle George. 
<Kergyl> - p. 134, heading Cargill. <Walter de Kergyl> c. 1260. The Surnames of Scotland. By George F. Black. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

6) Ciarán áBhrighde. (Barony of Wiesenfeuer) 
New Name.  New Device.  Per chevron sable and vert, a dexter hand, a sinister hand, and a doumbek 
argent.  

 

   
 
Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:  Language/Culture. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Ciarán> - Irish Names, O’Corrain & Maguire. Pg. 51. 
<á Bhrighde> - Irish Names & Surnames, Wolfe, pg. 304  & Surnames of Ireland, MacLysaght, pg 26 MacBride. 
 
7)  Coenred aet Rauenesdale.  (Crown lands) 

New Household name.  ASTERISK NOTE: Household name being submitted is <Company of Hellsgate>. 
 

Major Changes:  NO.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:   
Change for:  Sound – Hell’s Gate. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Hell> as a surname is dated to 1279 and in 1188 as <Helle> in Reaney’s Dictionary 
of British Surnames. 
 
<Gate> dates to 1200 as a way, road, or path in the OED 1961 reprint. Gate is also found as an element in: 
   Ekwall (p. 93 s.n. ON, Osw gata): ‘A road’, ME gate, is found in names of roads and streets in the north & Scan-
dinavian Midlands, as in Framwellgate. Sometimes these names have become names of places: Clappersgate, Gal-
gate, Harrogate, & Holgate. 
 
This follows the pattern in English, during the late Middle Ages and Renaissance, of place names formed by ap-
pending a toponymic to a surname. A village along a road or path leading to an estate owned by a family named 
<Hell> could be called <Hellsgate>. {Asterisk Note: quotes precedents on “Caverns Gate, Shire of. Name. An Tir. 
Feb 1997”; “Desert Sands, Stronghold of, 07/2003 LoAR, A-Drachenwald”; “Rivers Run, Canton of. 07/2003 
LoAR, A-Ansteorra.”} 
 
These precedents clearly support the formation of surname plus geographical feature to form a place name. While 
there is a Hell Gate in New York that is a section of the East River, we believe that this is not significant to protect. 
No one here had even heard of the location and we were only made aware when asking for assistance in document-
ing the name. 
 
The Wikkipedia article on Hell Gate, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hell_gate, accessed 2/23/08: 
The name “Hell Gate” is a corruption of the Dutch phrase Hellegat, which could mean either “hell’s gate” or 
“bright gate/passage”, which was originally applied to the entirety of the East River. The strait was described in the 



 

 

journals of Dutch explorer Adriaen Block, who is the first European known to have navigated the strait, during his 
1614 voyage aboard the Onrust. Hellegat is a fairly common toponym for waterways in the low countries, with at 
least 20 independent examples[2]. Many of these names predate Christianity in the region, before which point Hel
(la) was the Goddess of the underworld. Block might have named the strait with both meanings in mind, sliding a 
pun into place to evade the consorship of his strict Lutheran paymasters. 
[2 – Vic van Dyck, “Hellegat en Hellegats-veer” (Dutch)” 
 
Quotes Longeley Herald precedent, Cover Letter, 11/06. 
 
The fact that the originial Dutch name hellegate is used commonly in the low countries for waterways should be 
enough evidence to show that the name is common. When searching MSN Encarta, the only evidence is a map of 
Canada with another stretch of waterway named Hell Gate. This also shows the commonality of the Anglicized 
name as applied to waterways. 
 
8) Colete De Fournier.  (Barony of Bordermarch) 

New Name.  New Device.  Azure fretty argent, a lily Or. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:   
Change for:   
Authenticity:  France (Burgundy) 1400s 
Documentation Provided:  <Colete> - Index to Given Names in the Roles de Taille of Paris, 1292-1313. Colm 

Dubh (Scott Catledge) KWHS 2006. 
<Fournier> - Morlet, s.n. Fournier 
 
Client prefers forms & spelling for Burgundy 1400s. 
Secondarily prefers “Colecte” as spelling. 
 
9) Diego de Quevedo.  (Barony of Bordermarch) 

New Name. 
 

Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  No.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:  Meaning: Origin of mundane name.. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Diego> - “16th Century Spanish Men’s Names” http://www.sca.org/heraldry/
laurel/names/spanish-m.html  page 1 of 3 [copy provided – Asterisk] 
<de> - meaning “from” in Spanish 
<Quevedo> - “Spanish Names from the Late 15th Century: Locative Surnames” http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/
juliana/isabella/locative.html page 9 of 13 [copy provided]  
 
 



 

 

10) Genevieve d’Avignon.  (Barony of Wiesenfeuer) 
New Name. 
 

Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  . 
Change for:   
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Genevieve> - is listed in the 1292 Census of Paris as a given first name. Ref: An 

Index to the Given Names in the 1292 Census of Paris by Lord Colm Dubh 1996, 2005. Scott Catledge. 
This article originally appeared in the 1996 KWHS Proceedings and is reprinted with the permission of the 
author. 

<d’> - common French particle meaning “of or “from”  
<Avignon> - town founded since before the Roman occupation. 
 
 
11) Gwendolyn MacCutcheon.  (Barony of Wiesenfeuer) 

New Name. 
 

Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Female. 
Change for:   
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Gwendolyn> - Submitter is aware of problematic history, defers to mundane name 
rule – driver’s license attached [Asterisk note – yes, it’s provided] 
<MacCutcheon> - The Surnames of Ireland, 6th Edition. Edward MacLysaght. Pg. 73, Top Listing. 
 
 
 
 
12) Isobel de Kirkbryde.  (Barony of Namron) 

Name registered in April 2006 via Ansteorra.  Resubmission of Device.  Argent, a saltire vert between 
two Camillas represented as cinquefoils, azure palewise, slipped and leaved vert. 
 

   
 

Submission History: <Argent, a saltire vert between two Camillias, represented as cinquefoils, azure palewise 
slipped and leaved vert> was returned for mangled forms. There may still be an issue with the camellia 
flowers, but this is a direct copy of the ones that Laurel did pass in September 2004, so I would be inclined 
to send it up as-is were it not for the forms problem. 

 
 
 



 

 

13) Kazimierz of Loch Ruadh.  (Shire of Loch Ruadh) 
Name registered in October of 2006 via Ansteorra.  New Device.  Per bend sable and azure, a double-
headed eagle argent between three crosses patonce argent. 
 

   
 

Submission History: < Per bend sable and azure, a double-headed eagle argent between three crosses patonce 
argent. Returned (0604) for lack of a name. 

 
14) Kolfinna Káradóttir.  (Barony of Bjornsborg) 

Name registered in June of 2006 via the West.  New Device.  Quarterly gules and argent, two Bowen 
knots in bend Or. 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

15) Okin yeke.  (Barony of Bordermarch) 
New Name.  New Device.   Or, a fer-a-loop gules, in base a point pointed sable. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:  Sound. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Okin> - Mongolian Naming Practices, Marta astu Mika-Mysliwy. “Men’s Names” 

p. 43. 
<yeke> - “Common epitath from primary sources,” p. 45 yeke = big, giant, mighty [Marta]. 
 
 
16) Radegund of Tours.  (Barony of Bjornsborg) 

Name registered in March of 2006 via Ansteorra.  Resubmission of Device.  Sable, a tower argent, and on 
a chief argent semy of turnips purpure leaved vert. 
 

   
 

Submission History: <Sable, a tower argent, and on a chief argent three turnips proper> was returned (0507) for 
conflict with Daibhead MacUater - Sable, a castle, on a chief argent three pheons sable. The turnips also 
need to be colored in heraldic tinctures. 

 
Documentation Provided:  Included is a Letter of Permission to Conflict from HL Daibhead MacUater for Rade-

gund’s armory “Sable, a tower argent, and on a chief argent three turnips purpure, leaved vert” to look 
similar to but not identical to his armory. 



 

 

17) Ricciardo da Nicolosi.  (Shire of Rosenfeld) 
Name registered in May 2005 via Ansteorra.  Badge resubmission. Retain old badges.  Vert, a deer’s head 
winged and erased Or. 
 

   
 

Submission History: <Gules, on a mullet of nine points Or, a wyvern sajent sable> was returned for multiple 
conflicts (most notably Macedonia...). 

 
18) Richard MacCutcheon.  (Barony of Wiesenfeuer) 

New Name. 
 

Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:   
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Richard> - www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/eng13/eng13.html, 4th Name, 1st col-

umn. Sca.org – heraldry – names – England – The First Thousand Years of British Names – Given Names 
of Early 13th century England – Masculine Names. 

<MacCutcheon> - The Surnames of Ireland, 6th Edition. Edward MacLysaght. Pg. 73, Top Listing. 
 
19) Roesia Sorweles.  (Shire of Rosenfeld) 

New Name.  New Device.  Sable, fretty Or a chief argent three roses gules. 
 

   
 

Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Female. 
Change for:  Meaning  & language & culture “rose”. 
Authenticity:  English 1200-1300 



 

 

Documentation Provided:  <Roesia> - English feminine personal name dated to 1199 to 1275 as a varient of 
“Rose”. Feminine Given Names in A Dictionary of English Surnames. Talen Gwynek, http://www.s-
gabriel.org/names/talen/reaney.ogi?Rose . [copy provided – Asterisk] 

<Sorweles> - English surname dated to 1292 (William Sorweles) in “Subsidy Roll 1292”  
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/repor.aspx?compid=319278&strquery=soweles [copy provided – Asterisk] 
 
20) Rose atte Wode.  (Barony of Bryn Gwlad) 

New Name.   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Female. 
Change for:  Sound. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Rose> - English Christian Names, pg. 258 
<Wode> - Dictionary of English & Welsh Surnames, pg. 821 (v. of Wood) 
 
 

ANSTEORRAN COLLEGE OF HERALDS 
Annotated Internal Collated Commentary on ILoI 0802 

Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does Lady Meraud de Dun Carraig sends Greetings. 
 

I would like to thank all you who commented this month. The new online commentary system for 
the Ansteorra College of Heralds has, I believe, been a great success. If you are interested in participat-
ing all you need to do is register at this web site: http://hcs.randomcasts.com/. HCS is a Ruby on Rails 
application written and maintained by Lord Reis ap Tuder of Mooneschadowe 
 
You can still send commentary directly to me at Retiarius@ansteorra.org. 
 
For information on commentary submission formats or to receive a copy of the collated commentary, 
you can contact me at: 
 
Jolene Graves 
1840 Burnt Oak Dr. 
Norman, OK 73071 
405-447-6323 (before 10 pm please) 
Retiarius@ansteorra.org 
 

 
Brian O'hUilliam (Serpentine Pursuivant) 
Da'ud ibn Auda (al-Jamal Herald)  
Emma de Fetherstan (Bordure Herald) 
Engenulf de Vienville (Herald to the Shire of Gate's Edge) 
Eirik Halfdanarson 
Estrill Swet (Asterisk)  
Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) 
Teceangl Bach (PaL) 
Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant)  
Magnus 
Maridonna Benvenuti 

Teceangl Bach 

Commenters for this issue: 



 

 

1. Cristyne Lambrechtin. (Gate’s Edge) New 
Device. Name registered via Ansteorra February 
2007. Quarterly, azure and pean, on a lozenge ar-
gent, a bear rampant sable.  
Tostig 
[Device] Consider versus "Azure, on a lozenge ar-
gent, a bear statant erect sable." (Werenher von 
Ingolstadt, Jan95, Device) I see 1 CD for change of 
tincture to half the field, but not for a change of 
posture between "rampant" and "statant erect". 
 
Magnus 
[Device] Sadly, Werenher von Ingolstadt January 
of 1995 (via Atlantia) is a conflict. There is no sec-
ond CD for the type or tincture of the lozenge. The 
tertiary bear gets nothing for type. Even if the pos-
ture were a change it wouldn't help. A tertiary 
charge needs two or more visually significant 
changes to get a CD in this case.  
Werenher is a former baron of Caer Mear. I can put 
them in touch if the submitter wants to ask for per-
mission to conflict. 
 
Engenulf  
[Device] So the field division itself is not a signifi-
cant difference as outlined in Part X, 4, a (Field 
Difference)of the Rules for Submission? As I read 
the rules, and please correct me if I am interpreting 
this incorrectly, there would be one for the division 
and another for the change in tincture to half the 
field.  
 
Just in case, please contact me Magnus as I am 
sure Christyne would like to ask for permission to 
conflict. 
 
Emma  
[Device] X.4.a.i says:  
 
i. Charged Fields - If charges other than an un-
charged peripheral ordinary are present, at most 
one clear difference may be counted for changes 
to the field.  
 
Since we have charges on the field (other than a 
peripheral ordinary), we can only count one CD at 
most for all changes made to the field, unfortu-
nately. 
 
Gawain 
[Device] It’s true that lozenges may be of any pro-
portion, but they need to have their opposite sides 
parallel. This can easily be redrawn to fix that with-
out disturbing the bear. Don’t know why this bugs 

me so, but there have been several popping up in 
the last few months from all over the Known World. 
 
 
College Action: 
Device: Returned for conflict with Werenher von 
Ingolstadt, “Azure, on a lozenge argent, a bear sta-
tant erect sable.” 
 
2. David ap Howel. (Bjornsborg) New Device. 
Name registered via Ansteorra September 2007.  
Sable, a talbot courant and in chief two mullets of 
five greater and five lesser points argent.  
Da'ud  
[Device] Given that all three charges are of equiva-
lent sizes, this appears to be one group of three 
primary charges rather than a group of two primary 
charges and a secondary charge. Blazon fu: Sable, 
two mullets of five greater and five lesser points 
and a talbot courant argent. 
 
Magnus 
[Device] I would blazon it as: "Sable, two mullets of 
five greater and five lesser points and a greyhound 
courant argent." 
Tostig  
[Device] Concur with al-Jamal's reblazon -- I also 
see it as a standard two and one primary charge 
group.  
 
2 CD clear of several instances by change of type 
and number. The only mullet/dog combination I 
saw requiring change of tincture or posture for a 
2nd CD was "Per chevron throughout purpure and 
argent, two compass stars argent and a fox sejant 
gules." (Katya Anna Sylvan, Mar 93, Device). 
 
Gawain  
[Device] I agree that the three charges are co-
primary as drawn. That dog doesn’t look much like 
a talbot; they’re more beagle-like, especially the 
ears. This one looks very much like a greyhound, 
and it’s in a typical greyhound posture. 
 
Teceangl 
[Device]  - Reblazon: Sable, two mullets of five 
greater and five lesser points and a greyhound 
courant argent. All three charges bear equal visual 
weight and are therefore co-primary, the blazon 
should reflect this.  
 
Consider Snurri Pleieson - August of 1989 (via the 
Middle): Sable, three mullets in fess argent.  
There is one CD for changing the arrangement of 
the charges from in fess to two and one. Unfortu-



 

 

nately, since Snurri's charges are in fess we cannot 
gain the CD for changing the type of the bottom-
most of three charges since they're only arranged 
in the standard arrangement in the new armory. 
Mullets of five greater and five lesser points have 
been  
ruled to be no different from mullets of five points: 
 
There is no difference between default mullets of 
five points and mullets of five greater and lesser 
points. Mullets of five greater and five lesser points 
are not period charges and thus, by RfS X.4.e, 
their difference from other charges must be deter-
mined on visual grounds. Precedent from the LoAR 
of May 2000 indicates that there is not enough dif-
ference between these charges for a CD: 
"[(Fieldless) A mullet sable] ... in conflict with ... A 
mullet of five greater and five lesser points distilling 
goutes. As with the mullet of four vs. a compass 
star (see the June 1995 LoAR, pg. 23), the lesser 
points of the mullet have very little visual impact, 
and as mullets of greater and lesser points are not 
known in period, the visual difference counts. This 
reaffirms the precedent set in July 1990 (pg. 
13.)"[Timothy of Glastinbury, 10/03, R-Ansteorra] 
 
Also consider Gemini de Grendel - September of 
2006 (via the West): Sable, in fess two compass 
stars elongated to base argent.  
There is one CD for adding a third charge to the 
primary group but unlikely to be difference between 
mullets of five greater and five lesser points and 
mullets of four greater and four lesser points, both 
being the proverbial 'multi-pointed mullet' and five 
and four (or ten and eight) getting no difference for 
number under RfS X.4.f., which  
governs difference between mullets of N points as 
well as charges on the field: 
 
... there is no difference between mullets of five 
points and mullets of six points. There is a wealth 
of period evidence showing that mullets may be 
drawn either with five or six points as artist's li-
cense, with Continental armorists showing a prefer-
ence for six-pointed mullets and British artists 
showing a preference for five-pointed mullets. The 
general SCA practices for difference of mullets of 
various numbers of points have been unchanged 
for some years but were summarized in the Febru-
ary 2002 LoAR: "The rules for change of type of 
mullets follow the rules for change of number of 
charges. Mullets of n points will get a CD from mul-
lets of m points if RfS X.4.f gives a CD for changing 
the number of charges from n to m."  
RfS X.4.f does not give difference between groups 

of five charges and six charges, and therefore our 
general SCA practice for determining difference 
between these types of mullets conveniently 
matches the period practice. [Brian macSeyfang, 
06/02, R-Atenveldt] 
 
(Gemini is current king of the West and a herald - 
he might give permission to conflict.) 
 
Tostig 
[Device] I understand the reasoning behind the call 
versus "Sable, three mullets in fess argent." (Snurri 
Pleison). In conflict checking I saw it as 1CD for 
change of arrangement and then a 2nd for change 
to the bottom charge. It never occurred to me to 
double-check by seeing what happens going the 
other way. Thanks fo the lesson.  
 
I don't understand, however, the call versus "Sable, 
in fess two compass stars elongated to base ar-
gent." (Gemini de Gendel). Going from "in fess two 
X's" to "in fess a Y between two X's" is 1CD for 
change of number, and then from "in fess a Y be-
tween two X's" to "two X's and a Y" yields a 2nd 
CD for change of arrangement. Conversely, going 
from "in fess two X's" to "three X's" is 1CD for 
change of number, and then from "three X's" to 
"two X's and a Y" yields a 2nd CD for change of 
type. Where is my reasoning off? 
 
Teceangl  
[Device] You cannot arrange two charges two and 
one, no matter how hard you try. Note that X.4.g. 
says, "Changing the relative positions of charges in 
any group placed directly on the field or overall is 
one clear difference, provided that change is not 
caused by other changes to the de-
sign." (emphasis mine). Taking away one of three 
charges removes the possibility of arranging the 
remainder two and one, adding one charge to two 
already there creates the possibility, but that possi-
bility is entirely dependent on there being more 
than two charges. Now, if Gemini's compass stars 
were in pale, you could get an arrangement CD 
since three and two charges each can be arranged 
in pale, but this is one of the technical CDs that's 
also visual. Squint. Put your thumb over the grey-
hound. What do you have? Two sun-like mullets in 
fess, forced to chief by the presence of a third 
charge. What does Gemini have? Two sun-like 
mullets in fess.  
Make sense? 
Magnus 
[Device] This isn't the first time Snurri has caused a 
conflict.  



 

 

[October 2003 LoAR, R-MERIDIES] Glynn Rhe, 
Shire of. "The augmentation in this submission ap-
pears to be a display of Sable, three mullets one 
and two argent, which conflicts with Snurri Plei-
eson, Sable, three mullets in fess argent. There is 
only one CD for changing the arrangement of the 
mullets."  
 
I will see if the owner of Snurri's armory will give 
permission to conflict. It looks like he is part of the 
province of Tree-girt-sea. 
 
 
College Action: 
Device: Returned for multiple conflicts. 
 
3. Eoin Wythirspon. (Gate’s Edge) New Name 
and Device. Azure a lion dormant Or.  
Maridonna  
[Name] Comment on Eoin only.  
Eoin – In the same Problem Names article, Con-
cerning Eoin, “Eoin or Eóin originated in Ireland, an 
early medieval adaptation of the Latin Ioannes. 
Some early medieval Gaelic versions of biblical 
tales use Iohanna [3]; the forms Ioan and Eoan 
appear in Irish Gaelic in the 13th century. Eoin 
thrived throughout the Middle Ages, though it was 
partially supplanted in Ireland after the arrival of the 
Anglo-Normans in the 12th century, when the Nor-
man form of Ioannes, Jehan, was borrowed into 
Gaelic as Seaan, Seón, and Seóan, later spelled 
Seán [4]. A similar process in Scotland produced 
the name Seathan, but apparently later, perhaps 
not until the 15th or 16th century [5]. However, 
Eoin persisted in Scotland well past 1600 as the 
standard Gaelic form of John.  
 
There would be One Step from Period Practice 
because of the Gaelic- Scots mix. 
 
Magnus 
[Name] Black s.n. MacIan mentions Eoin Spran-
gach from the beginning of the 14th century. Roger 
Wythirspon is late 13th century. At least the time 
periods match.  
 
[Device] Oh how does this poor kitty conflict, let us 
count the ways. Based on the precedents listed it 
looks like all of these could conflict.  
 
Harold Breakstone January of 1973:  
Azure, a cougar crouched to spring upon a rock, all 
proper.  
One CD for the added rock. I don't think the cougar 
vs lion gets anything for type.  

 
Lisa Dolorosa November of 1982 (via the Middle):  
Azure, a lion dormant Or and in chief three mullets 
one and two argent.  
One CD for the added mullet group.  
 
Vatavia, Barony of August of 1983 (via the Middle):  
Azure, in pale a lioness couchant coward and a 
demi-sun inverted Or. for the Order of the Radiant 
Lioness  
One CD for number for removing the demi-sun. 
Nothing for couchant vs dormant or for lion vs lion-
ess.  
 
Aénor de Winchester December of 1983 (via Me-
ridies):  
Gyronny wavy gules and argent, a lioness dormant 
coward Or.  
One CD for the field tincture changes. Nothing for a 
lion vs a lioness.  
 
Natalya de Foix April of 1988 (via Caid):  
Sable, a lion couchant, its head a sun in splendour 
Or.  
One CD for tincture of field change. Nothing for 
couchant vs dormant or nothing for the details of 
the lion's head (see precedent below).  
 
Estevana d'Orliens May of 2005 (via Drachenwald):  
Azure, a lion dormant Or between in pale two es-
toiles argent.  
One CD for removing the estoiles group.  
 
[a natural tiger couchant guardant contourny Or 
marked sable] The device conflicts with ... Gules, in 
pale a Grecian façade argent and a cat couchant to 
sinister guardant Or. There is one CD for removing 
the second primary charge (the façade). There is 
no difference for changing the type of cat, or for the 
tincture change represented by the markings, 
which are less than half the charge. This also con-
flicts with ... Gules, a lion dormant contourny Or, a 
chief wavy argent. There is one CD for the remov-
ing the chief but nothing for the changing the pos-
ture from dormant to couchant guardant. Again, 
there is no difference between types of cats. 
[Sheila Stuart, November 2001 LoAR, R-Meridies]  
 
[a winged lioness] We have preserved the submit-
ter's desired blazon of a lioness, since the creature 
does not have any of the characteristics that would 
mark it specifically as a male lion, such as a mane 
or a pizzle. However, it should be noted that this 
artwork probably would have been perceived as a 
winged lion in the culture which originated it, not a 



 

 

winged lioness. Lions in period could be drawn 
without a distinct mane, and often were not drawn 
with any mane in early period. [Þórunn Vígadóttir, 
June 2002 LoAR, A-Trimaris]  
 
There is no type difference between a cat and a 
natural panther. [Isabel Margarita de Sotomayor y 
Pérez de Gerena, November 2002 LoAR, R-
Trimaris]  
 
William of Glen Lyon. Device. Sable, a lion dor-
mant and in chief three caltrops Or. This device is 
returned for conflict with the badge for Natalya de 
Foix, Sable, a lion couchant, its head a sun in 
splendour Or. There is a CD for adding the cal-
trops, but nothing for the details of the lion's head. 
[October 2006 LoAR, R-GLEANN ABHANN] 
 
Da'ud  
[Device] Conflict with Lisa Dolorosa (8211M), Az-
ure, a lion dormant Or and in chief three mullets 
one and two argent. There is only one CD, for the 
removal of the mullets. 
 
Eirik 
[Device] Also conflict with Estevana d'Orliens 
(0505D), Azure, a lion dormant Or between in pale 
two estoiles argent. There is only one CD for re-
moving the estoiles. 
 
College Action: 
Name: Forwarded to Laurel. 
Device: Returned for multiple conflicts. 
 
 
4. Helena Dalassene. (Unknown) New Name and 
Device. Ermine, a dog’s head erased sable, lan-
gued gules, collared and chained Or and in chief 
three roses gules.  
Magnus  
[Name] Thankfully, I won't have to try to find the 
Byzantine Prosopography CD for this one.  
ACADEMY OF SAINT GABRIEL REPORT 2244  
Most Byzantine noblewomen were identified either 
as their fathers' daughters or as their husbands' 
wives. For example, <Helena Artavasdina>, a 
daughter of <Artavasdus>; <Eudocia Ingerina>, 
daughter of <Ingerus>; <Danielis>, widow of 
<Daniel>. These examples were recorded before 
the 9th century. Family surnames began to appear 
in the 9th century, and from the first half of the 11th 
century, women's names appear in official records 
with surnames. Women almost always used their 
fathers' or occasionally their mothers' surnames 
rather than their husbands' [4].  

[1] Cheynet, Jean-Claude, "L'Anthroponymie Aris-
tocratique a\ Byzance" in Bourin, Monique, Jean-
Marie-Martin, and Francois Menant, eds., 
_L'Anthroponymie: Document de l'Histoire Sociale 
des Mondes Me/diterrane/ens Me/die/vaux_, Col-
lection de l'E/cole Franc, aise de Rome, 226 
(Rome: E/cole Franc, aise de Rome, 1996), 
pp.267-294. This quote from p.288, our translation.  
[4] Cheynet, passim.  
 
Common Names of the Aristocracy in the Roman 
Empire During the 6th and 7th Centuries : Femi-
nine Names by Bardas Xiphias  
www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/byzantine/
PLRE_fem_names.html  
Helena  
 
Personal Names of the Aristocracy in the Roman 
Empire During the Later Byzantine Era  
Feminine Given Names bt Bardas Xiphias  
http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/
byzantine/fem_given_names.html  
Helene 1407  
Source: Polemis, Demitrios I. The Doukai: A Con-
tribution to Byzantine Prosopography, London, Ath-
lone Press, 1968.  
 
Personal Names of the Aristocracy in the Roman 
Empire During the Later Byzantine Era  
Family Names by Bardas Xiphias  
www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/byzantine/
family_names.html  
Dalassenos 11th century  
Sources:  
Kazhdan, A. P. & Talbot, Alice-Mary, Eds.,The Ox-
ford Dictionary of Byzantium, New York, Oxford 
University Press, 1991.  
Polemis, Demitrios I. The Doukai: A Contribution to 
Byzantine Prosopography, London, Athlone Press, 
1968.  
 
Personal Names of the Aristocracy in the Roman 
Empire During the Later Byzantine Era by Bardas 
Xiphias  
Feminizing Family Names  
http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/
byzantine/feminizing.html  
-nos -ne Komnenos - Komnene  
Dalassenos becomes Dalassene 
 
[Device] Blazon as: "Ermine, a talbot's head erased 
sable collared Or and in chief three roses gules." 
 
Da'ud 
[Device] One or two links doth not a "chain" make. 



 

 

Real chains in period heraldry tend be fairly long, 
often long enough to loop over, under, and behind 
a, for example, unicorn. I'd drop "and chained" from 
the blazon, leaving the two links attached to the 
collar to artistic license. 
 
Tostig 
[Device] The ermine field gives the 2nd CD versus 
"Argent, a fox's head erased sable and in chief 
three pine cones, stems to chief proper." (Vardak 
Mirceavitch Basarabov of Iloi [sic], Apr 06, Device) 
and "Argent, a ram's head cabossed sable and in 
chief three roses proper." (Adrianna Gretchen von 
Fehmarn, Jan 95, Device).  
 
Nice Artwork. 
 
Gawain 
[Device] We don’t usually blazon details like lan-
gueing, especially when they’re in their default tinc-
ture like this. 
 
 
College Action: 
Name: Forwarded to Laurel with additional docu-
mentation from Magnus. 
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned as 
“Ermine, a talbot’s head erased sable collared Or 
and in chief three roses gules.” 
 
5. Ioannes Dalassenos. (Unknown) New Name 
and Device. Per pale gules and Or, a double-
headed eagle counterchanged and on a chief ar-
gent, three castles gules.  
 
Eirik 
[Name] All of the name documentation is from "The 
Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium". 
 
Magnus 
[Name] Personal Names of the Aristocracy in the 
Roman Empire During the Later Byzantine Era  
Masculine Given Names by Bardas Xiphias  
http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/
byzantine/masc_given_names.html  
Ioannes 1088  
Sources: Polemis, Demitrios I. The Doukai: A Con-
tribution to Byzantine Prosopography, London, Ath-
lone Press, 1968.  
 
Personal Names of the Aristocracy in the Roman 
Empire During the Later Byzantine Era  
Family Names by Bardas Xiphias  
www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/byzantine/
family_names.html  

Dalassenos 11th century  
Sources: Kazhdan, A. P. & Talbot, Alice-Mary, 
Eds.,The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, New 
York, Oxford University Press, 1991.  
Polemis, Demitrios I. The Doukai: A Contribution to 
Byzantine Prosopography, London, Athlone Press, 
1968. 
 
Tostig  
[Device] Consider the (minor) reblazon "Per pale 
gules and Or, a double-headed eagle counter-
changed, on a chief argent three castles gules."  
 
Simple armory per RfS X2. Seems 2 CD clear with 
changes/additions to the chief and tertiary charges 
versus "(Fieldless) An eagle per pale gules and 
Or." (Iosef Braun, Badge, Feb 2003), "Per pale Or 
and gules, an eagle counterchanged. (Iosef Braun, 
Device, Feb 2003), "Per pale Or and gules, an ea-
gle displayed counterchanged and on a chief sable 
two laurel wreaths Or." (Shire of Cúm an Iolair, De-
vice, Jan 1996), and "Per pale gules and Or, a dou-
ble-headed eagle, wings inverted and displayed, 
counterchanged, a chief counter-
ermine." (Amadeus von Koburg, Device, Jul 1989). 
 
 
College Action: 
Name: Forwarded to Laurel with additional docu-
mentation from Magnus. 
Device: Forwarded to Laurel. 
 
6. Marcus Cassius. (Seawinds) New Name and 
Device. Argent, in fess a wolf's head cabossed 
between two dolphins urinant respectant argent.  
 
Magnus 
[Name] This gives the later Roman name structure.  
ACADEMY OF SAINT GABRIEL REPORT 2206  
http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/
showfinal.cgi/2206.txt  
"Early in the third century the praenomen fell out of 
use in Rome and the traditional tria nomina was 
supplanted (at least among the nobility) by a new 
system of nomen, cognomen, and agnomen. [4, 5] 
By your date of 250 CE most men had names com-
posed of a nomen and one or more cognomina."  
[4] Birley, Anthony, _The People of Roman Britain_ 
(London: B T Batsford, Ltd, 1979). p. 19.  
[5] One factor in this shift may have been the Edict 
of Caracalla, published in 212 CE, which granted 
citizenship to all freemen living within the Roman 
Empire. The tria nomina may have become less 
popular once it was no longer a mark of citizenship. 
(Birley, op. cit., pp. 18-19)  



 

 

 
This shows Marcus as a praenomen and a nomen 
form.  
ACADEMY OF SAINT GABRIEL REPORT 2172  
You asked whether <Marcus Mercator Valeria> is 
an appropriate name for a woman in late Roman 
Britain between 430 and 500 CE, daughter of a 
retired Roman soldier <Marcus Mercator Valerius>. 
Here is what we have found.  
<Marcus> was a common praenomen in the early 
Imperial period, and it produced a derivative no-
men <Marcius>. The latter form is recorded in 
France in the 10th century [8] and we're confident it 
was available in Britain in your period.  
[8] Morlet, Marie-Therese, _Les Noms de Per-
sonne sur le Territoire de l'Ancienne Gaule du VIe 
au XIIe Siecle_, three volumes (Paris: Centre Na-
tional de la Recherche Scientifique, 1972), II:74.  
 
Cassius is used as both a nomen and cognomen.  
Consuls of Rome 1st Century AD  
http://www.unrv.com/government/consul-1-ad.php  
30 A.D. Lucius Cassius Longinus  
 
A Study of the Cognomina of Soldiers in the Ro-
man Legions, Lindley Richard Dean  
http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/
otherearly.shtml#roman  
http://books.google.com/books?
id=MF0KAAAAIAAJ  
Page 141 s.n. Cassius  
Annius Cassius  
M Aurelius Cassius 
 
Gawain  
[Name] Was the triple-barreled Roman name sys-
tem breaking down by the 7th C? Is the form 
[praenomen] + [nomen] with no cognomen plausi-
ble at all?  
[Device] Dolphins wouldn’t have been my first 
guess either. Thought that wolf looked familiar – 
and it’s been over 50 years since I was a Cub 
Scout. Googling for the Cubs’ wolf badge confirms 
this. May I suggest using the more heraldic one 
from the Pennsic Traceable Art collection? Wow, 
with everything else, I didn't notice that the blazon 
makes everything argent. Going along with the as-
sumption that the field is supposed to be azure, I 
prefer "Azure, a wolf's head cabossed between in 
fess two dolphins..." 
 
Tostig 
[Device] The blazon "... a wolf's head cabossed 
between in fess two dolphins ..." implies the dol-

phins are secondary charges to the wolf's head 
instead of co-primaries with it. 
 
Da'ud  
[Device] The dolphins are difficult to recognize as 
such. "Eels," I thought, "or perhaps legless Chi-
nese dragons", until I read the blazon. This is be-
cause the dolphins here have no fins, they are em-
bowed (backwards), and their tail flukes are flipped 
under behind them. You might recommend that he 
look at, for example, the dolphins at the Pennsic 
traceable art website (http://www.aeheralds.net/
Links/AE_Traceable_Art/IndivPDFs/ToC.html, un-
der "Dolphin") for examples of dolphins that are 
clearly recognizable as dolphins. 
 
Eirik 
[Device] Unless there was a typo in the blazon, this 
violates RfS VIII.2.b.i "The field must have good 
contrast with every charge placed directly on it and 
with charges placed overall." As blazoned the 
charges are argent on argent. If this is typo then, it 
was the opinion of several commentors in our 
group that the wolf appears to be a copy of the ex-
act emblem used for the Cub Scouts of BSA. In 
addition to the issue of the dolphins, the submitter 
needs to address this issue. Return for redraw. 
 
Estrill  
[Device] Unfortunately, this is one of the last items 
to come from the previous Asterisk. We currently 
do not have any forms so I can't look up what's 
missing. Sorry. 
 
Magnus   
[Device] We look forward to your resubmission with 
a redraw and a correct blazon. 
 
Tostig  
[Device] I'm going on the assumption the field is 
azure. Reblazon as "Azure, in fess a wolf's head 
cabossed between two dolphins urinant respectant 
argent."  
 
The following is quoted from an Oct 6, 2007 on 
[ANSTHRLD]:  
"I have a submitter drawn device (and darn good 
thing too, I doubt my stick figures will be accepted) 
and I cannot figure out how to blazon part of it. It is 
Azure, a wolfs head argent (and now the tricky 
part) flanked (?) by two dolphins argent. The noses 
of the dolphins are right below the wolf's chin, and 
their tails are even with the wolf's ears. I have a 
scan of the drawing in jpeg that can be sent if my 
description is lacking.  



 

 

Thanks,  
Hallgeirr"  
 
No conflicts observed [Fish-Dolphin, Fish-Other]. 
 
 
College Action: 
Name: Returned for lack of forms. Thanks to Mag-
nus for coming up with additional documentation. 
Device: Returned for lack of forms and for redraw 
of the dolphins. Please see the above commentary 
for specifics. 
 
 
7. Rhieinwylydd Dryslwyn. (Bjornsborg) New 
Name and Device. Azure, a panther rampant 
guardant argent marked sable incensed proper, on 
a chief argent three caltrops sable.  
Maridonna  
[Name] Rhieinwylydd – Where in Bartrum? In the 
index I found Rhieinwylydd, Rieinguild in Latin, re-
fers us to Latin ‘Vita Iluti Abbatis’ on p. 27.  
 
Acad. of St. Gabriel, Problem Names, Concerning 
the Names Rhiannon, Rhian, and the Like, url: 
http://medievalscotland.org/problem/names/
rhiannon.shtml  
says, “Rhieinwylydd (actual manuscript form Riein-
gulid) appears in a 12th century Life of Saint Iltud 
(she was his mother) with the following interesting 
context: "Rieingulid ... quando Latinetur, sonat hoc 
'regina pudica'" which, translated loosely, means 
"Rieingulid ... which means, in Latin, 'modest 
queen'", taking the second element as equivalent 
to modern Welsh gwylaidd (modest, bashful) [2]. 
While we cannot rule out the possibility that a sim-
ple descriptive phrase has been misinterpreted as 
a personal name, this citation provides the best 
evidence that any of these names might have been 
used historically. This name is pronounced \HREE-
ine-WULL-idh\, where \HR\ represents an aspirated 
'r', \ine\ is pronounced as in <dine>, and \dh\ is the 
"th" sound of them.  
[2] Bartrum, P.C., Early Welsh Genealogical Tracts 
(Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1966)  
 
Dryslwyn– I was able to see the page through the 
Internet Archive, url: http://www.archive.org/web/
web.php  
 
“DRYSLWYN (Dyf) Dryslwyn (see footnote). Mean-
ing: WELSH dryslwyn ‘thornbush, brambles’. The 
earliest record of the castle dates from 1246... 
Footnote: wherever possible the spellings of the 
place-names shown on this map are near-

contemporary to 1267. If there is an earlier record 
of the name, it is also shown in this list. There are 
many places, however, which are known by other 
evidence to have existed in the 13th century, but 
for which no early written records survive. Similarly, 
some records only survive in the Latin form. In both 
these cases the place-name shown on the map is 
consistent with 13th and 14th century spellings. © 
John Garnons Williams, 1996.”  
 
Also, British History Online, url: http://www.british-
history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=40533  
Gazetteer of Markets and Fairs in England and 
Wales to 1516, lists Dryslyn’s market inception in 
1287 and it’s fair in 1281. 
 
Tostig 
[Device] Consider the reblazon "Azure, a panther 
rampant argent, marked sable incensed proper, on 
a chief argent three caltrops sable." I was wrong in 
thinking this was the default posture for a panther. 
The SCA Glossary of terms has "Guardant; body 
posture must be specified."  
 
No conflicts observed. [Monster-Panther, Chief-
Charged-Plain Line-Above 1 Argent Only] 
 
 
College Action: 
Name: Forwarded to Laurel with additional docu-
mentation from Maridonna. 
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.  
 
8. Roderick Greenefield (Seawinds) New Name. 
 
Brian  
[Name] Roderick is found on page 255 of the 3rd 
edition of Withycombe's "Oxford Dictionary of 
Christian Names."  
 
If the submitter really wants the name to mean 
"From the green fields," I would suggest using "de 
Grenefeld" as found in the documentation.  
 
The closest conflict I find is "Roderick of 
Gaedenfeld"-Meridies, July 2000. 
 
Teceangl  
[Name] The 1296 spelling in Reaney & Wilson is 
<John de Grenefeud>, not Grenefeld. Support for 
the submitted spelling as plausible for the latter half 
of the 16th century can be argued by using 
'Surnames in Chesham, 1538-1600/1' by Mari El-
speth nic Bryan, from the Saint Gabriel library at 
(direct URL) http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/mari/



 

 

chesham/chesham-surnames.html  
which shows the spellings <Greeneway> and 
<Greenewaye> for the first part of the compound 
and <whitfield> for the second. 
 
Magnus 
[Name] Roderick  
ACADEMY OF SAINT GABRIEL REPORT 2274  
[5] Munro, Jean, and R.W. Munro. Acts of the 
Lords of the Isles: 1336-1493, Scottish History So-
ciety, 4th Series, vol. 22. Edinburgh: Scottish His-
tory Society, 1986, B41 gives the record in Latin of 
a marriage dispensation dated 1465 for "Roderick 
Macliode and Marcella Celestini de Insulis."  
Greenefield  
F. K. & S. Hitching, References to English Sur-
names in 1602 (Clearfield Publishing, Baltimore, 
Maryland, 1998) page xlviii has Greenefield in Mid-
dlesexshire.  
ACADEMY OF SAINT GABRIEL REPORT 2211  
Another possibility is the term <Grenefelde> that 
we already mentioned. It's not quite as close as 
<Grenelande> to being a direct translation of 
<Terra Verde>, but it has the advantage of being 
better documented: the place now called 
<Greenfield> in Lincolnshire was recorded as 
<Grenefeld> ca.1150, and we've also found the 
byname <de Grenefeld> in 1242. [7,8]  
[7] Ekwall, Eilert. The Concise Oxford Dictionary of 
English Place-names, 4th ed. (Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1991); s.n. <Greenfield>.  
[8] Reaney & Wilson s.n. <Greenfield>.  
Bardsley s.n. Greenfield has Elena Grenefeld 1379 
in Yorkshire.  
Roderick Greenefield appears to be more appropri-
ate for 15th-16th century authentic form. Earlier in 
the requested time (14th century) the spelling 
would be Rotheric (from Rothericus 1303 in Withy-
combe) Grenefeld. This is more likely to be a spell-
ing from Wales/west England. Both forms meet the 
authenticity request fairly well but the first one 
doesn't require a change to the name. 
 
College Action: 
Name: Returned for lack of forms.  
 
9. Ulrich von Brixen. (Ffynnon Gath) New Name 
and Device. Azure, a chief embattled Or, a ram-
pant wolf Or.  
 Magnus 
[Name] This should be clear of Ulrich von Brake 
registered October 1986.  
Bahlow, Hans, Dictionary of German Names [Edda 
Gentry translation] s.n. Ulrich has "its popularity in 
the Middle Ages was stimulated by St. Ulrich 

bishop of Augsburg."  
ACADEMY OF SAINT GABRIEL REPORT 3259  
Finally, we found the following: [1]  
<Felicitas Tembler>, born 1577 in Brixen  
[1] Seibicke, Wilfried, _Historisches Deutsches 
Vornamenbuch_ (de Gruyter, series, various 
dates), vol. 2 s.n. Felicitas  
Do I really need to repost Laurel's stern warning 
against using Wikipedia as documentation? In 
brief, don't use it.  
 
[Device] Blazon as: "Azure, a wolf rampant and a 
chief embattled Or."  
Conflict with Rognvaldr Byrgisheraðingr November 
of 1999 (via the Outlands):  
"Azure, a wolf salient and a base engrailed Or."  
There is nothing for rampant vs salient. There is 
one CD for changes of type of the peripheral ordi-
nary.  
"A dragon contourny is rampant to sinister, so 
again, there is no difference between rampant to 
sinister and salient contourny." [Erich von Drachen-
holz, August 2003 LoAR, R-Caid]  
Rfs.X.4.e. Type Changes - "Changing from a pale 
wavy to a fess embattled is also one change of 
type, not a change of type plus a change of edge 
partition."  
Conflict with Lughaidh Mac Sheóinín November of 
2002 (via Ansteorra):  
"Vert, a wolf rampant and a chief raguly Or."  
One CD for change to tincture of field. Nothing for 
embattled vs raguly.  
"By prior Laurel precedent, there is not a CD be-
tween embattled and raguly" (LoAR February 
2001). [Katarina Daniilova doch' Sergeeva zhena, 
April 2002 LoAR, R-Artemisia] 
 
Da'ud  
[Device] The usual grammar of blazon places the 
primary charge(s) first, and peripheral charges (like 
bordures and chiefs) last. Additionally, modifiers 
(like "rampant") follow rather than precede the thing 
they modify. Blazon fu: Azure, a wolf rampant Or, a 
chief embattled argent. 
 
Eirik 
[Device] Re-blazon Azure, a wolf rampant Or, a 
chief embattled argent. 
 
Gawain  
[Device] Am I missing something? The blazon says 
that both charges are Or. 
 
Eirik 
[Device] Just the fact that I can't read. 
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